INTRODUCTION
non-steady-state isotopic conditions for both the precursor and product, we investigated the 89 compartmental structure of tissue P metabolism. Using a simple precursor-product model as the 90 representation of tissue P metabolism, we developed a numerical method to estimate the averaged 91 tissue P FSR values over the 2-month experimental period. We also evidenced that some tissues 92 display a P metabolism that is too much compartmented to be described using a simple precursor-93 product model.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

95
Collection of experimental data
96
Animals and diets
97
Male Wistar Rats (n=43) were purchased from Harlan (France) and housed in a temperature-98 regulated room (22 ± 2°C) under a 12-h light-dark cycle (dark period from 09:00 to 21:00).
99
Experiments were carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the NIH Guide for the 
103
The rats were first maintained under standard conditions for a 5-wk equilibration period, with 104 free access to a diet composed of 20% milk P, 30% lipids and 50% carbohydrates, and with a δ 
. 15 N enriched milk P accounted for 4.5% of the total quantity of P in the final diet, leading to a
In each of the P and AA fractions isolated from tissues and plasma, the stable isotope ratios of 146 nitrogen were determined using an isotope-ratio mass spectrometer (Isoprime, VG Instruments,
147
Manchester, UK) coupled to an elemental analyzer (EA 3000, Eurovector, Italy R standard = 0.0036765), respectively, and δ is the delta notation in parts per 1000 (‰) relative to the 155 standard.
156
The nitrogen percentage in each P and AA fraction of the samples were determined using the nitrogen content of each tissue fraction was analyzed by an analysis of variance (Proc GLM, SAS 9.1, SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). P values ≤ 0.05 were considered significant.
172
FSR estimation using a 2-compartment model of P turnover in tissues 173 We tested the ability to infer the FSR value of a given tissue or plasma from the combined 174 analysis of 15 N enrichments in both its P and AA fractions after a shift in the 15 N enrichment of the 175 diet (referred to as "diet-shift"). We developed a compartmental, mechanistic model describing the approach, relies on the following assumptions: (i) P turnover in the studied tissue can be adequately 179 described by a 2-compartment model, with a precursor-product structure as described below, (ii) the 180 tissue is in an elemental steady state during the entire diet-shift period, i.e., its growth rate is null or contents of tissues, whereas the assumption relative to the system structure was validated a 187 posteriori when the numerical approach succeeded in identifying a FSR value for the tissue.
188
Model structure and equations 189 We developed a physiologically-based 2-compartment model describing the δ between these two compartments depict the nitrogen exchanges that occur during the processes of P 194 synthesis and breakdown. By considering a single P compartment, the FSR represents the weighted average of the different tissue P turnover rates. following the diet-shift were described by the following non-steady state linear differential 202 equations (details for the derivation of the equations are given in Appendix): Δt as:
where ∆δ N P (t) = δ N P (t + ∆t) δ N P (t) and Δε = (ε ε ). tissues.
306
After the diet-shift, all the sampled AA and P fractions of plasma and tissues incorporated the 307 new δ 15 N of the diet following bi-exponential rise-to-plateau kinetics (Fig. 2) . The incorporation 308 rates differed markedly among tissues (e.g., with faster rates in the liver and plasma than in the 
340
In order to test the validity of the method, we attempted to re-estimate, from both the noise-free 341 and noisy simulated data sets, the FSR value used to generate those data. for the fast-FSR and slow-FSR profiles, respectively, when tested using the noisy simulated data 348 sets).
Having identified the first 2 wks after the diet-shift as being the time period when δ 
359
These results showed that, from a theoretical standpoint, the FSR in fast turning-over tissues can 360 still be estimated with a very good accuracy and precision when the experimental duration is limited 361 to 2 wks, while for slow turning-over tissues, this restriction does not affect the accuracy but 362 impairs the precision of the estimates.
363
Numerical estimation of FSR in tissues from experimental data
364
Using the method thus developed, we were able to identify numerically FSR values from the 365 experimental data obtained in the liver, muscles, kidneys and plasma ( and plasma (55%/d) but lower for liver (71%/d) and higher for muscle (18%/d).
371
Identification of the degree of compartmentation of P metabolism for the different tissues 372 The fact that we were able to identify FSR values in the liver, muscles, kidneys and plasma 373 using the developed method indicates that the long-term processes of P breakdown and synthesis in 374 such tissues are adequately described by the simple and standard precursor-product structure and dynamics assumed in our 2-compartment model. By contrast, in the two other sampled tissues (the small intestine and skin), our method generated either where our estimates were slightly above the range of the values found in the literature (Table 2) . The formula that we used for FSR estimation ( Fig. 1) is actually closely related to the FSR 434 formula used in classic AA tracer studies (51), the difference being that two supplemental terms are
435
subtracted from the denominator in our formula. Inclusion of these two terms is necessary to avoid 436 the two usual simplifications that are false in our context, and refers to the specificity of our 437 approach.
438
The first added term (i.e., the AUC of δ 15 N P ) accounts for the fact that, during the considered accounts for recycling, it enables to provide estimates over long time periods.
449
The second added term relates to the overall isotopic effect associated with P turnover (i.e., ε s - always be useful to integrate long-term periods in the time-window used for FSR estimation,
520
whereas for a fast FSR profile, omitting the truly informative, short-term period has a marked effect 521 on the FSR estimation.
522
Cognitive insights into the P metabolism of tissues 523 We showed that although it is based on simplifying hypotheses, the representation of P 524 turnover by a 2-compartment model with a precursor-product structure is sufficient to account for 525 the processes of P synthesis and breakdown in tissues such as the liver, muscles and kidneys. By 526 contrast, this precursor-product structure is too simple to adequately represent P turnover in skin 527 and small intestine, which would require a model with a larger number of compartments and/or 528 transfer pathways. Indeed, it is very likely that in those tissues, either the P or the AA 529 compartments, or both, are not homogeneous and cannot be approximated by a single compartment.
used as precursors for P synthesis and the AA derived from P breakdown do not mix together, and/or for the P pool if the tissue is composed of different P having distinct turnover rates.
533
In the skin, the shape of the observed δ slowly in the P fraction. These kinetics could not be adequately fitted with our simple 2-536 compartment model but were closely reproduced using a 3-compartment structure that distinguished 537 between two P compartments and included a flux of P disappearance from one of them toward 538 outside the system (Fig. 6 ). This more complex structure is actually consistent with the anatomy and 539 physiology of the skin, which is composed of two main layers, the dermis and the epidermis, made 540 up of different P (mostly collagen and keratin, respectively) with distinct turnover rates (55), and 541 which undergoes a direct loss of P by desquamation of the superficial epidermis. Interestingly, our 542 results show that P turnover in the skin involves a compartmentation of the P pool that probably 543 results from its kinetic and spatial heterogeneity.
544
By contrast, concerning the small intestine, which we also identified as having a more 545 compartmented P metabolism, the same 3-compartment model accounting for P heterogeneity and very similar in the sampled AA and P fractions of the small intestine (Fig. 2E) remains possible to find a way to estimate FSR by minimal modeling using a simple precursor-575 product structure, although the compartmentation is actually more complex.
576
Conclusions
577
We demonstrated here that the long-term evolutions of the δ 15 N in the AA and P fractions of a 578 tissue, following a change in the δ 15 N of the diet, provide valuable cognitive and practical insights 579 into its P metabolism. We evidenced that for some tissues, such as the liver, kidney and muscle, a 580 simple precursor-product model is well suited to describing the dynamics of P turnover, meaning 581 that the AA and P pools are kinetically homogenous enough to be each considered as a single 582 compartment. In these cases, we developed a numerical method that enables the determination of 583 accurate and precise tissue FSR estimates from the δ 15 N kinetics observed in the tissue P and AA fractions. Such FSR estimates represent integrated and averaged synthesis rates for all tissue P, on 585 condition that the time window is sufficiently broad to integrate both fast and slow turning-over P,
586
and for all individual AA considered as a whole as precursors of P synthesis, over long periods of 587 time and under real, non-artificially disturbed physiological conditions. Based on the δ 15 N profiles,
588
we also highlighted the fact that P turnover in the skin and small intestine is too complex to be 589 adequately described using a simple 2-compartment model because of a higher degree of 590 compartmentation in P and/or AA, which is in line with the fact that the nutritional regulation of P 591 turnover seems to be more atypical and complex in epitheliums than in other tissues (4, 6, 54).
592
Perspectives and significance
593
The new approach we have developed provides long-term FSR estimates that integrate the 
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617
We detail here the mathematical representation of the model presented in Fig. 1 and the
where f0 ( 15 f0) represents the instantaneous flux of total (heavy) nitrogen transfer into AA from 648 outside the system, i.e., from the plasma. The simplifications in Eq. A1 and A2 derived from the 649 assumption that tissues have reached an elemental steady state at the time of the diet-shift, i.e., that 650 the amounts of total nitrogen in the compartments and the total nitrogen fluxes are constant.
651
By introducing the nitrogen fractional abundance F, defined as F = N N ⁄ , the amounts of 15 N 652 in the AA and P pools can be expressed as: fd, fe and f0.
664
Using the F notations and applying the Leibniz rule to calculate the derivatives of (NP×FP) and
665
(NA×FA), Eq. A3 and A4 can be rewritten as:
which under the steady-state assumptions for N AA and N P and combined with Eq. A1 and A2 669 simplify to:
672
To express the model equations (Eq. A7 and A8) using the delta notations (δ 15 N), we 673 approximated the fractional abundance F ( 15 N/N) by the isotope ratio R ( 15 N/ 14 N) so that
where R is the nitrogen isotope ratio for the internationally defined standard (atmospheric 676 N 2 , R = 0.0036765). 677
Equations for the evolutions of the nitrogen isotopic enrichments in the AA (δ 15 NAA) and P 678 (δ 15 NP) compartments can thus be derived from Eq. A7 and A8 as: 
683
We defined εs, εd and εe, the constant isotope effects associated with the P synthesis, P 684 breakdown and AA export, as the difference between the isotopic enrichment of the instantaneous 685 flux and that of its precursor pool, which yields the following equations:
These relationships are usual approximations derived from the exact relationship ε P/R = 690 α P/R 1 × 1000, where the isotope fractionation factor α P/R associated to a reaction linking R , with RPi and RR the isotope ratios in the instantaneous product (Pi) and reactant (R), respectively, and FPi and FR their fractional abundances 693 (31).
694
We also defined the P fractional synthesis rate (FSR) as the amount of P that is synthesized per 695 day, relative to the size of the P pool:
697
Using the ε and FSR notations, Eq. A9 and A10 can be rewritten to yield the final equations 698 describing the evolutions of the nitrogen isotopic enrichments in the AA and P compartments 699 (named Eqs. 1 and 2 in the manuscript, respectively):
702
703
It should be noted that at isotopic equilibrium, i.e., when N P ( ) = 0, then Δε = ε ε = 704 δ N P δ N AA .
705
By integrating Eq. 2, the change in δ 15 N in the P compartment over a time interval Δt can be 706 expressed as:
where ∆δ N P (t) = δ N P (t + ∆t) δ N P (t) and Δε = (ε ε ).
709
When NAA and NP are not assumed to be in steady-state, Eq. 3 is modified to the following 
713
where FGR is the fractional growth rate of the P compartment, defined as FGR = N P × fit for simulated į15NAA data simulated į15NP data fit for simulated į15NP data fit for į 15 N AA simulated data į 15 N P simulated data (±sd) fit for į 15 N P simulated data fit for į 15 N AA simulated data į 15 N P simulated data (±sd) fit for į 15 N P simulated data 
